"The Holidaymap"
Mobilehome Knud

www.mobilhome-st-tropez.jouwweb.nl

Holiday parc Toison d’Or
www.riviera-villages.com
Situated on one of the most beautiful spots of the Cote d'Azur, the gulf of Saint
Tropez and its peninsula.

This is the place where everyone dreams in life to come, at least once Saint
Tropez an oasis of light for painters and big draw for writers, artists and
celebrities.
Ramatuelle, a typical small Provencal village with its maze of streets and
especially the incomparable 5km. long sandy beach of Pampelonne, comes from
the Mediterranean Sea

Some tips for you actually enjoy ...
Welcome to Holiday parc "Toison d’Or" and in the Mobilehome, the route is as
follows
This is described from Luxembourg:
Luxembourg
Metz
Nancy
Dyon
Lyon, Lyon center >>> (this is through the tunnels around Lyon) and the
Marseille signs
Marseille immediately follow if necessary
Aix en Provence
Nice
St Tropez exit Le Muy
Then St Maxime, St Tropez signs
Then follow signs to St Tropez
Just for St Tropez at a new roundabout, turn right on.
Follow this road for approximately 4 miles until one is a slight right there you
will see little signs on the left side of the road, showing Toison d’Or stand, then
turn left. ROUTE DES TAMARIS

Route des Tamaris - Plage de Pampelonne, Ramatuelle 83350, FRANCE
Tel:. Holiday parc +33 (0) 4 94 79 83 54
Coordonnées GPS
N14 ° 43 '14'' - 6 ° E39' 40''

Then log in to the front desk, reception, that you rent a mobilehome of

KNUD, location number 7 D 04
a sticker for the car.

with the check in form, you will receive

We hope that you will have a nice holiday.
Below are some instructions and tips to make your vacation more enjoyable. We
would greatly appreciate it if you have to. Known and comments and / or ideas

Arrival

The position of the mobilehome is very easy to find, drive the park comes over
you the pool to the left and to the childrens pool, then this intersection directly
after the childrens pool go to the left.
Then your right is the Toison d'Or spa center, you will pass the asphalt off the
gravel path straight ahead as soon as you're on the gravel path than the 1st
gravel road turn right and then the 2nd mobile home on the right.

Now from the floor the road to the Mobil as extra, you come from the right into
the middle where narrow green is flat. There are now at the reception, at

which dark spots in the middle of the floor is the reception, swimming pool,
supermarket, etc.
Then if you go straight drive (and left the pool and then the children's pool will
see), and then there turn left at the intersection, then your right is the Toison
d'Or spa center, you will pass the asphalt off the gravel path straight as soon
you're on the gravel path than the 1st gravel road turn right and then the 2nd
mobile home on the right. (Blue star on the map).
Then immediately right at the Mobil You can park your car.

We hope you will have a nice holiday.
Below are some instructions and tips to make your vacation more enjoyable. We
would be very grateful if you comments and / or ideas have to express.

Stocktaking
We assume that your predecessors Mobil clean and complete have left behind.
The key to the Mobil is in a master lock box on the inner side from the terrace.
This cabinet depends if you come to the terrace right next door to a wood pole.
(See blue arrow)
This is so, do the black slide down, then the code .... turn and then to the left
the slider do down, there is the key, twist the code again.

KEY AFTER END HOLIDAY THERE AGAIN BACK HANGING IN THE MASTER LOCK
BOX AND LOCKED DO, AND THE CODE TWIST.
Spare key is hidden somewhere, do you need to call us, so pay attention.
No smoking inside the mobile home.
No pets in the mobile home.

Inventory
Two separate bedrooms.
- 1x double bed,
- 2x single bed,

In the living room.
- Lamps,
- French doors,

-

Flat screen TV,
Radio,
CD player,
DVD player,
Heating (if required)
AC,

A separate bathroom with:
- Toilet,
- Shower,
- Sink with hot and cold running water,
- Cabinet.
A kitchen with:
- Cooker,
- Dishwasher,
- Refrigerator,
- Freezer,
- Including full kitchen utensils; bowls, pans, salad bowl, cutlery,
- Oven,
- Microwave,
- Coffee,
- Kettle,
- Tassimo,
- Ample cutlery, crockery and glassware,
- Please do not drink tap water,
- Water you can buy in the supermarket,
- Water main behind the mobile home,.
A covered terrace with:
- Extensive garden table set,
- Lounge,
- Barbecue,
- Sunbeds,
- Washing machine,
- Heated terrace
The chalet is for up to 6 people.
Used food or drink supplement and / or replace.
You must turn off the air conditioning when the sliding door is open.
If something breaks down, call as soon as possible: it is not about a glass or cup,
but eg the vacuum cleaner, refrigerator, coffee maker and similar
We see then if you decide to replace or that we can then pass on to the next
tenants.

Any costs are taking for your account
The campsite is situated between Ramatuelle (5km) and St. Tropez (5km). Since
the 50s the fashionable St. Tropez is the meeting place for intellectual and
artistic France. In the 60s, Brigitte Bardot made of St. Tropez is a myth, and
now it is still the place to be for anyone who is rich and famous, or that worde
If something breaks down, call as soon as possible: it is not about a glass or a
cup, but eg the vacuum cleaner, refrigerator, coffee maker and similar
We then see if you decide to replace or that we can give. Communicate it to the
next tenants
Three separate bedrooms, one double bed bedroom and 2x single beds bedroom
and another bedroom with two bunk beds, duvets and pillows.

Empty gas cylinder
Gas you need when using the stove. Indoor and outdoor (separate
bottles) .warm water can also be used via the kettle, this is cheaper due no gas,
viz electricity is free for us.
Behind the house is always a (full) backup gas cylinder. If still no gas bottle are
then you can report it to the front desk and then someone comes along with the
holiday, this will bring a bottle and hand you a receipt that you can later claim
from us (but this is almost never for there is no more full gas bottle) when you
say that you place in the mobile home of KNUD number 3 B 04, they know it
usually does, they pick up the empty cylinder and also carry out a full back. On
returning the bottle you receive a receipt this amount will be returned to us.
Whatever is easy if you walk past the reception (actually runs from the park)
out and immediately after the reception on the right as you see in the big stand
HENDL, where you can also get gas cylinders and / or bring out.
If you possibly need to have a pipe wrench is used in the bank in case the other
tools.
Gas you need when using the stove.
If your gas bottle run out during your vacation.
Should the gas bottle is empty, then the back of the caravan, you can switch off
and the other bottle is connected, but the bottle then rotate open.
If they are both empty Please report to reception.

The bottle is easy to remove and swap. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FAILURE IS NOT
rubber ring.

The geyser on-off
Inapplicable
Hot water or hot water this is by means of a geyser

No more electricity
Always make sure that you have candles or a flashlight on hand.
The power will turn off by too much electricity to be used simultaneously. For
example, when using a hair dryer, coffee maker, air conditioning, microwave,
kettle, vacuum cleaner or simultaneously.
The fuse box of the mobile home itself is in the toilet, there are all these
buttons do up.
The fuse box of the park is, fuse box is on the road that runs parallel with
chalet back and then right next gate / entrance of the chalet.
This open with a coin and then press the button.

barbecue
Is strictly prohibited i.v.m. forest fires, if you own a gas grill is allowed, of
course.
There is a BBQ gas, after using them again clean reinstall.

water

The main water is if there are problems at the back of the caravan where the
gas cylinder, close the case with these problems and pass this to the front desk,
then someone comes along to fix the problem.
Water can be in the southern countries do not drink from the tap, there are
water bottles for sale in every supermarket, also in the shop.

On departure
We ask you to clean everything
The chalet is found by you and neatly polished and left so again.
All cushions outdoor furniture in the chalet and lay close.
This will give you the chalet wipe clean on.
This means that your belongings are gone, everything is tidy, the waste is
removed and no more washing stands and the floor is swept.
The refrigerator can remain on.
All further remove food residues. Or any herbs and other refrigerated items
may remain natural.
The geyser may remain for the next guests. If in doubt, call.
The garden set can also stay outside
BBQ outside the kitchen is always quick subject to dust due it is a BBQ, you
remember !!!!

Important numbers:
Reception
04.94.79.83.54
Fire
18
Police
04.94.97.26.25
Doctor
04.94.97.65.65
Hospital
04.94.79.47.30
Log in break-in at the front desk and the police (gendarmerie)
TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS * TIPS *

Holiday parc facilities Toison d’Or

You will also find at the campsite reception, information desk, a supermarket, a
restaurant, a bar, manoah beach, kids club, pizza, laundry, kids land (for the
smallest children), a new outdoor swimming pool, spa,
Fitness, tennis, wifi internet via reception.
The mobile home is on holidayparc Toison d'Or, in the heart of the Gulf of Saint
Tropez and surrounded by many vineyards. Through the park has direct access
to the beautiful sandy beach of Plage de Pampelonne and the azur blue sea.
In this idyllic setting, close to lovely French cities such as Saint Tropez and
Ramatuelle, you are assured of a memorable holiday!
The park has a supermarket, laundry, restaurant, bar / restaurant, snack bar /
pizzeria and a hairdresser. You can jeu des boules, table tennis and there is an
enclosed playground for children (free).
Fee there are tennis courts and a Day Health Spa with fitness club and sauna
(not a real sauna as in the Netherlands)
From Toison d'Or various excursions are organized, including the famous weekly
market in St. Tropez.
In the area of Toison d'Or, you can find the following activities:
• Riding
• Golf
• Casino
• Minigolf
• Azur Park (Fair)
• Aqua Land (Waterpark) ...

The new pool opened in 2014

Hairdressers, nail salons, laundry, fitness center, phone, internet and wifi,
bocce, a first aid station, tennis courts, table tennis, beach nude beach and
just, both within walking distance. , bike lane, tiki peps see www.peps-spirit.fr,
kids club on site kontiki, see www.europeandiving.com diving, archery and
many other ball games, there may also use the facilities of holiday parc kontiki
this is wrong.

Supermarket at Holiday parc Toison d’Or
The supermarket on the square is open from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm and from
17:00 to 19:00. (See tips errands)

Entertainment on Holiday parc Toison d’Or
You will be attracted by the many activities: windsurfing, sailing, scuba diving
(with air tanks) www.eurpeandiving.com via kontiki holiday parc, tennis,
gymnastics, circus, aqua gym, pedal boats, archery, kids club, bowling alley d,
mountain bike, football, basketball , contests etc ..........

St Tropez

Saint Tropez is located in one of the most beautiful bays south of France is rich.
It is a picturesque village with a pretty harbor yachts and boats; with imposing
old facades and shopping streets.
Along the harbor you will find daily painters with their specific paintings. "Place
des Lices" with its old sycamore trees offers throughout the year where you can

play jeux de boules and on Tuesday -. A very nice market to visit (Saturday and
this could also possibly by bus from the campsite, this you have to log in to your
own at the reception, this is a good option if only to your wife with or without
children, for example, to the market, this is to do good, the bus leaves from the
front desk.
The citadel of Saint Tropez is also worth a visit.
There is also a large amusement park, here are two great mini golf courses on
site This is the rotunda of the Géant Casino
This park is open only in the evening. See www.azurpark.fr
This can be purchased at the entrance to an economical card for including
children and adults

WARNING! Park your car in the parking spaces provided for this purpose,
otherwise you keep the holiday a less nice souvenir (little) about.
(They tow your car away where you state!)
Port Grimaud is also called the little Venice of France, has a harbor with canals
and is less than 10 km away from the site, here you can also sail pretty cheap at
the entrance of the village (right at the bridge), self-at the roundabout of the
Géant Casino is already indicated.

Gorges du Verdon is compared with the "Grand Canyon" of America. It is a very
impressive nature, which you should not miss. Decide
Gassin
This village is situated in the center of the St Tropez peninsula. It is located on
a large hill (201m height) and is just four kilometers away from the sea. The
village has its crooked streets and old houses preserved through the centuries.
The location of this village is truly unique. You can see from the village of
vineyards, forests and the Gulf of St. Tropez. On the coast is Port Gassin, this
port is significantly expanding and is increasingly beginning to resemble the
ports of Port Grimaud and Cogolin.
Environment Presquile (Peninsula) de St Tropez
Those who want to retire, just out of the turbulent life on the coast is in the
Presqu'ile de St.-Tropez peninsula, two villages found that seem unchanged for
centuries. Atop a 201 meter hill lies Gassin, in the past a lookout from which all
the Golfe St Tropez was monitored. That was the time of the Moorish invasions
continual necessity. The village is accessible via some narrow, steep, but nicely
located roads from the surrounding roads. The houses appear stacked together,
as more and more homes were to be built. Within the walls in the past The
streets, gates, archways and staircases making Gassin very scenic.
Ramatuelle (2000 inhabitants) is just such an old Provencal village. The hill on
which it is built, is covered with vineyards. The outer row of houses is as it
were the walls, which is interrupted by the gate of the Saracens. The story goes
that people at one of these pirate raids drove by shooting. Them with beehives
The church has a beautiful portal from 1620 of a rare, green mottled stone
(serpentine, also called green marble).
The peninsula has several viewpoints: from Gassin and Ramatuelle, and the
intervening ruins of Moulins, from the rocky headlands St. Tropez, Camarat and
Lardier, the Col de Colle Basse, the Colline de Bestagne (on foot only) and
chapel Ste-Anne, both just outside St Tropez. The village of Cogolin (8000
inhabitants) is a lively commercial center with a population of farmers and
artisans. Especially the art of weaving that is at a high level (tapis and tissus, a
weaving mill can be visited on weekdays). Here, too pipes made of heather
roots. In the valley one collects the straight reeds, whose rods and neatly made.
Wind Agriculture is focused on wine. As a traditional Provencal village also has
Cogolin characteristic narrow streets and gates. There is a church from the 14th
century.

Cogolin This village is situated on the edge of the Massif des Maures and
overlooks the Gulf of St. Tropez. This village attracts many visitors throughout
the year. In the village you can still visit an old windmill. In addition, you will
also find a 14th century bell tower. But this town is also connected to the sea.
Just four kilometers from the village is the marina of Cogolin. Here, more than
1,500 yachts can moor. The marina is fully equipped. There are many shops
where one can strike stores and many cafes and restaurants where you can
quench your thirst.
Cogolin is a suitable starting point (walking) tours of the Massif des Maures. A
car journey of approximately 70 kilometers through the valley of Môle direction
Bormes-les-Mimosas, where you can take. Beautiful but narrow road to

Collobrières The road through the Forêt des Maures brings you back in the
valley at Grimaud.

Markets in the area
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Les Issambres
Saint Tropez
Gogolin
Port Grimaud / Ramatuelle, Cogolin Fleamarket in the morning.
Saint Maxime
Saint Tropez
Ramatuelle / La Croix Valmere

On Sunday morning, a nice flea market in Grimaud route towards Géant Casino
straight ahead towards the next roundabout turn right towards Grimaud end of
this road turn left follow Grimaud next junction turn right towards St Maxime,
in the woods on the left after about 500 meters (stand many cars, s) this is
called le Jas de St Robert. Tip, do not go there with a lot of wind to the fabric
there.

errands
What we usually do to easily get to shopping the first day of the whole holiday,
we come from the highway exit >>> Le Muy then you drive for a while then
come to the mountains, at the first roundabout you have left the water park

Aqualand and right a few shops, then after the 3rd roundabout (total from the
mountains), after 300 meters you will see on the right side of the shop and the
sign of the LIDL, there can be cheap out the first fresh vegetables and meat
extract, then it is about 20 minutes to allow the camp.
It is advisable not to do (very expensive) all the messages on the site
Upon arrival, you are at the roundabout (ST Maxime Saint Tropez) of the "Géant
Casino" a Luna park drove past. This store offers besides a lower price also
many other nice shops.
The Géant Casino is open from 9.00 am to 21.00 pm.
Another alternative is DIA before the town Gogolin. At the same roundabout
Gogolin is already indicated. At the second roundabout (half a mile further) turn
right into the vent path and allow for DIA (a kind ALDI), where they sell and
other fresh fruits and vegetables. Other common foods are good here (sale).
Here on the service road are several stores that possibly could substantially as
worth maison de monde (a nice decoration store) morgan (a clothing boutique
next maison de monde) Weldon (a kind of decoration and a kind of construction
collapsed) gifi (which is further away from the peugeot garage, is a kind of
cheap blocker).
If you do not want to drive far there towards Ramatuelle (less than 3 km) a
SPAR supermarket, also open on Sunday morning, where a wide range of good
meat, you can buy fresh vegetables. The SPAR is reached: The campsite forward
and turn left towards Ramatuelle to turn left 'Le Camerat' / 'Bon Terrasse ",
there in driving and at the first intersection (before the bridge) turn right and
then on the little bridge (hold ) towards the FIR.

a wine
In various Chateau's in the area who want to buy kegs and / or bottles of wine
delicious.
Chateau de Pampelonne is behind our Holiday parc Toison d'or.
Chateau de Ramatuelle is located about 4 km from the holiday parc towards
Ramatuelle. Keep following the road turns at the junction of three to
Ramatuelle. Instead of right This winery is located a few hundred meters left.
At the roundabout of the "Géant Casino", direction Gogolin, is immediately left
after the roundabout also Chateau.de name le petit village worth, near the
fairground (Luna Park) WWW.AZURPARK.FR, there is also a paintball
opportunity and go. promoters with a cross track

Garden center
Located near the roundabout of the Géant Casino and amusement park towards
Ste Maxime than on the left shortly after the big roundabout, you will see it on
the left, after the Renault garage.

From the campsite several attractive excursions are arranged to attractions like
the George Verdon, Nice, Monaco, Monte-Carlo, Port Grimaud market in Saint
Tropez (Tuesday and Saturday) etc.
Just something new to say? Suggestions, complaints or
If you have suggestions or wishes regarding the next year let us know. We also
want to make it but the other tenants every year pleasant. Your ideas here are
a welcome contribution.
On departure of the caravan and outside neat and clean leave behind, doors
and windows are properly sealed the door of the caravan goes like this locked
door shut and only then push the latch to make up, and you will hear a click
and then subsequently with do the key lock.
The key after end holidays bring back to the reception.
We wish you a nice and sunny holiday,
... Like god in France!

FRIENDLY GREETING

www.mobilhome-st-tropez.jouwweb.nl

We rent several luxe till very luxery mobilehomes on holidayparc Kontiki and
Toison d’Or also for next year.

